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Japan holds over 70% of next-generation car patent
applications, according to a JPO survey
․⸵㗿䇮ᰴઍ⥄േゞᛛⴚ䈱㪎ഀ䉕ᣣᧄ䈏භ䉄䉎㪄㪄․⸵ᐡ⺞ᩏ
The Japan Patent Office (JPO) has released the results of a survey focusing on patent applications in the
fields of environmental and energy technology and of information and communications technology.
The survey highlights a number of Japanese specificities, in comparison with the USA, the European
Union, China and Korea.
According to the survey, Japanese companies filed an especially high number of patent applications
related to next-generation car technology (such as electric and hybrid cars). The share of Japanese applications
in the total number of applications filed worldwide in this technological field is indeed as high as 72%. Other
domains of predilection of Japanese applicants include "Solar batteries" and "Network-related POS system",
with 68% of the total number of applications being Japanese, and "Information equipment and household
appliances network control technology", with 58%.
Japan doesn't rank as well, however, in "Search technology in a networked society", with the USA at
48% and Japan at 29%. But while US companies have filed a greater number of applications in the field of
media data analysis technology (used in Internet searches), Japan leads the USA and the rest of the world in
terms of patent applications related to data analysis of videos and maps.
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(ii) http://www.asahi.com/business/update/0415/TKY200904150347.html
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EU Parliament extends copyright term for performing musicians
㪜㪬䇮Ṷᄼ⠪䈱⪺ᮭ⼔ᑧ㐳䉕น
Officials of the European Union (EU) announced on April 23, 2009 that the European Parliament had
approved a bill extending from 50 years to 70 years the term of copyright protection for performing musicians.
European legislation provides that the copyright term for composers lasts for 70 years after the
composer's death, while the copyright term for performing musicians is only "50 years after the recording date".
In response to this situation, which results in cases where the copyright term comes to an end during the lifetime
of the performing artist (for example, a 71-year-old musician cannot receive royalties for works he recorded
when he was 20), the European Commission proposed to extend the copyright term of performing musicians.
The bill extending the copyright term to "70 years after the recording date" was approved by the
Parliament by 377 votes against 178. The original proposal of the Commission recommended an extension to
"95 years after the recording date", but the Parliament finally settled on 70 years.
The bill now has to be approved by each member state of the EU.
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Video content: establishment of a centralized
organization for copyright handling
ᤋ䉮䊮䊁䊮䉿䋺⪺ᮭಣℂ৻రൻ䈱ᯏ᭴⸳┙䈻
The Japan Association of Music Enterprises, the Japan Council of Performers' Organizations and the
Federation of Music Producers Japan announced on April 30, 2009 the establishment in May 2009 of an entity
dedicated to the licensing of video content, tentatively called the Video Content Right-handling Organization.
The organization will handle collectively the procedures, dealing with neighboring rights, which must be
undertaken to enable the reuse on the Internet of the images of TV shows featuring actors or musicians.
Applications for licenses are scheduled to be accepted from April 2010.
The handling of the so-called "neighboring rights" of live performers is complex, due to the fact that
many singers or actors appear in TV shows. The Video Content Right-handling Organization will address this
issue by accepting applications and handling the related procedures in a bulk, in the hope to encourage the reuse
of video contents. In concrete terms, the Organization will mostly centralize license applications filed by
broadcasters and producing companies for the diffusion of TV programs on the Internet.
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McDonald's vs. McCurry : no trademark infringement,
says Malaysian Court of Appeal
䇸䊙䉾䉪䊶䉦䊧䊷䇹㩷䊙䉪䊄䊅䊦䊄ଚኂ䈞䈝
Reversing a previous High Court ruling, a Malaysian Court of Appeal judged on April 29, 2009 that the
word McCurry, used as name by a local restaurant, was not infringing on the US fast-food giant McDonald's
trademark rights.
McDonald's filed a request for injunction against McCurry in 2001, which was subsequently granted by
the High Court in September 2006. The McCurry restaurant was therefore ordered to remove the "c" and
change its name to "M Curry". But the restaurant fought back by challenging in appeal the decision of the High
Court.
This time, the Court of Appeal pointed out that no evidence showing that McCurry was infringing on
McDonald's business could be found, that the use of the letters "Mc" was a coincidence and that the two
restaurants' signboards were very dissimilar.
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Please contact us if you have any comments or require any information.
Please acknowledge that the purpose of our column is to provide general information on the field of
intellectual property, and that the description here does not represent our legal opinion on a specific theme.
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